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 The Great Apostasy, Setting the Stage

Of the New World Order

By Timothy J. Simmons

Christian Americans should again stop taking everything for face value, especially the things told to us by the press. It is
time for us to start getting smart and stop letting the TV and other idols get in the way between God and us. If we were to
start looking at TV and other such amusement as what it really is, some if not all of you, would agree that it is from this
World (Satan) and is one of the biggest reasons why Christians don’t study their Bibles like they should. We should start
becoming more of what God wants us to be, we should stop letting those in positions of power take advantage of our
ignorance. That is no way saying we should be trying to revolt against our government officials or anything of that nature.
We must remember to pray for our leaders, because God put them there. Even if they are bad people, God has let them
take the authority over us. Don’t think for one minute that God doesn’t know what is going on. It may sound a little
fatalistic, but it is a part of God’s plan, and as God-fearing Christians all we should be doing is humbling ourselves,
praying, try to lead as many people as possible to the Lord, and try to let as many fellow Christians as we can know that it
is time to WAKE UP and get back to being the Body of Christ we are supposed to be. Here is one example of a church
reaching out and making a difference check out their web site: The Vatican

“The unaware are unaware that they are unaware.” Merril M.E. Jenkins Sr.

https://simmonsfamily.simmons-net.de/NWO/The%20Catholic%20Church/the%20Vatican.htm


Since Adam and Eve were forced out of the Garden of Eden, the Great Deceiver has had time to finally get everything
together, he’s got his people in the right places, and the rest of the human race (Sheeples) either on drugs, dying, killing
themselves or just programmed to do nothing after work but watch TV and amuse themselves and stay asleep 1. All of the
lies are finally floating to the top of the stinking mess we call our World, and Christians with God’s help, are waking-up out
of their brain-washing/re-programming 2 and are slowly catching-on. Once God shows them the TRUTH 3 they are full of
mixed feelings. Christian people all over the World begin to receive a hunger for more of the TRUTH and study the Bible
non-stop as if God himself is guiding them. And He is!

Is this generation living in the very last days?

Are the people of this generation going to live to witness the rapture and the second coming of our Lord?

I believe that both of the answers to the questions above are the same, YES! I have reason to believe that the stage will
be completely set for our Lord’s second coming sometime within the next generation. I know that a million others have
said this before. I know as well that as Christians we are to test the spirits, information and doctrine of someone
supposedly feeding you the TRUTH. I want all those reading this to keep your mind on the Lord, pray before going any
further and ask God for the spirit of discernment. This will help you keep the programming (the brain-washing/re-change
that you have received since you were little)2 from fogging your mind from accepting the TRUTH. I implore anyone who
doesn’t feel that the information given here is the TRUTH to please seek out the TRUTH in the Bible. I think that it is time
for those Christians that have been called 4, and they should know who they are by now, to start looking for the TRUTH so
that they can share it with all those around them. Some of the “called,” are Christians who feel they have been called to do
something for the Lord but they really can’t put your finger on it exactly. If they are like me then they have not once in their
life been able to really feel attached to anything that wasn’t dealing with the Lord’s work, but they haven’t found exactly
where they fit in. I think that maybe we didn’t really fit in because we literally really didn’t fit in. I feel now, that we would
have a hard time fitting into about 95% of the churches and Christian groups that we would attempt to join. This report and
CD will hopefully explain this a little better. The research material that I have collected on this subject is astounding and
scary at the same time. Using research done by others I have found not-so-coincidental connections between the forces
gathered that are setting the stage for both the One World Government and One World Religion.

On the CD adjoining this Report is a compilation of all of the information I gathered in my research. Most of the hyperlinks
from this CD guide and report will take you directly to a web site. If you have an Internet connection you can surf the net
further using the links located on each of the web sites referenced. For most of us that are Christians the need-to-know
varies depending on how God has called us to prepare for the war ahead. Some will need to know more about the enemy
than others.

Those setting up the One World Government

The Illuminati:

https://simmonsfamily.simmons-net.de/NWO/Illuminati/A%20LETTER%20ADDRESSED%20TO%20THE%20SHEEPLES.doc
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This ultra-secret organization, above all secret organizations, controls them with “an unseen hand.” They infiltrate in secret
into every corridor of power in government, education, religion and economics. They have been guiding the nations
toward their long sought goal of a one-world-government. The Bible reveals their true guiding hand is Satan the Devil 5

[The Illuminati is the oldest term commonly used to refer to the 13 bloodline families (and their offshoots) that make up a
major portion of this controlling elite. Most members of the Illuminati are also members in the highest ranks of numerous
secretive and occult societies, which in many cases extend straight back into the ancient world. The upper levels of the
tightly compartmentalized (need-to-know-basis) Illuminati structural pyramid include planning committees and
organizations that the public has little or no knowledge of. The upper levels of the Illuminati pyramid include secretive
committees with names such as: the Council of 3, the Council of 5, the Council of 7, the Council of 9, the Council of 13,
the Council of 33, the Grand Druid Council, the Committee of 300 (also called the "Olympians") and the Committee of 500
among others.

In 1992, Dr John Coleman published Conspirators Hierarchy: The Story of the Committee of 300. With laudable
scholarship and meticulous research, Dr Coleman identifies the players and carefully details the Illuminati agenda of
worldwide domination and control. On page 161 of the Conspirators Hierarchy, Dr Coleman accurately summarizes the
intent and purpose of the Committee of 300 as follows:



"A One World Government and one-unit monetary system, under permanent non-elected hereditary oligarchists who self-
select from among their numbers in the form of a feudal system as it was in the Middle Ages. In this One World entity,
population will be limited by restrictions on the number of children per family, diseases, wars, famines, until 1 billion people
who are useful to the ruling class, in areas which will be strictly and clearly defined, remain as the total world population. 

There will be no middle class, only rulers and the servants. All laws will be uniform under a legal system of world courts
practicing the same unified code of laws, backed up by a One World Government police force and a One World unified
military to enforce laws in all former countries where no national boundaries shall exist. The system will be on the basis of
a welfare state; those who are obedient and subservient to the One World Government will be rewarded with the means to
live; those who are rebellious will simple be starved to death or be declared outlaws, thus a target for anyone who wishes
to kill them. Privately owned firearms or weapons of any kind will be prohibited."

The sheer magnitude and complex web of deceit surrounding the individuals and organizations involved in this conspiracy
is mind boggling, even for the most astute among us. Most people react with disbelief and skepticism towards the topic,
unaware that they have been conditioned (brainwashed) to react with skepticism by institutional and media influences that
were created by the Mother of All mind control organizations: The Tavistock Institute of Human Relations in London.
Author and de-programmer Fritz Springmeier (The Top 13 Illuminati Bloodlines ) says that most people have built in
"slides" that short circuit the mind's critical examination process when it comes to certain sensitive topics. "Slides",
Springmeier reports, is a CIA term for a conditioned type of response which dead ends a person's thinking and terminates
debate or examination of the topic at hand. For example, the mention of the word "conspiracy" often solicits a slide
response with many people. (Springmeier has co-authored three books on trauma-based programming which detail how
the Illuminati employs highly tuned and extrememly sophisticated Mind Control (MC) training programs that begin the
programming process while the intended victim is still within the womb. Mind Control is a much greater problem than most
people realize. According to Cisco Wheeler, a former Illuminati mind control programmer, there are 10 million people who
have been programmed as mind controlled slaves using trauma-based MC programs with names like Monarch and MK
Ultra. The newer, non-trauma, electronic means of MC programming that grew out of the Montauk Project, may include
millions more. Al Bielek, who played a principle role in the development of the Montauk Project, said that there likely 10
million victims of Montauk style mind control programming worldwide, the majority located in the USA. He also said that
there are covert Montauk Programming 'Centers' in every major city in the U.S. )

What most Americans believe to be "Public Opinion" is in reality carefully crafted and scripted propaganda designed to
elicit a desired behavioral response from the public. Public opinion polls are really taken with the intent of gauging the
public's acceptance of the Illuminati's planned programs. A strong showing in the polls tells the Illuminati that the
programing is "taking", while a poor showing tells the NWO manipulators that they have to recast or "tweak" the
programming until the desired response is achieved. While the thrust and content of the propaganda is decided at
Tavistock, implementation of the propaganda is executed in the United States by well over 200 'think tanks' such as the
Rand Corporation and the Brookings Institute which are overseen and directed by the top NWO mind control organization
in the United States, the Stanford Research Institute (SRI) in Menlo Park, California. ]6

"Do you know who owns and controls our mass-communications media? I'll tell you. Practically all the movie lots in
Hollywood are owned by the Lehmans; Kuhn, Loeb, and Company; Goldman-Sachs; and other internationalist bankers.
All the national radio and TV channels in the nation are owned and controlled by those same internationalist bankers. The
same is true of every chain of metropolitan newspapers and magazines, also of the press wire-services, such as
Associated Press, United Press, International, etc.. The supposed heads of all those media are merely the fronts for the
internationalist bankers, who in turn compose the hierarchy of the CFR, today's Illuminati in America.

"Now can you understand why the Pentagon Press agent, Sylvester, so brazenly proclaimed that the government has the
right to lie to the people. What he really meant was that our CFR controlled government had the power to lie to and be
believed by the brain-washed American people.

ILLUMINATI FRONT GROUPS: Updated 12 February 1997
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TIP: Although this study discusses many of the above organizations in detail, if any more information is required of any of
the above Illuminati Front Organizations there are a number of sources on the Internet that could help someone doing
research. For the most part simply copying and pasting the individual Organization onto your browser’s search engine
using a “+” sign before each word. Example: +House +of +Orange. This will filter out all found web sites and give you only
ones with those specific words in them. I suggest that the person use sound judgment when searching for the TRUTH.
Ask God for guidance always…
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THE ILLUMINATI’S SATANIC BLOODLINES
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The average person has almost no knowledge of secret societies and there are very few sources of information. These
secret groups include the Bildebergers, the Council on Foreign Relations, The Knights of the Garter, The Knights of Malta,
The 33rd Degree Masons (Freemasonry), the Rhodes Scholars, The Skull and Bones (Yale University), the Trilateral
Commission, B'nai B'rith, and others. All of these clandestine Luciferian Masonic (CLuM) societies aid the Goals of the
Illuminati and some of them were even around in ancient times. The doctrine of all of these groups is similar to that of the
New Age Movement, all calling for a one world government and religion.

Links about the Illuminati

Illuminati

An Illuminati Outline of History

Black Nobility
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The Bilderberg Group

The Systems Method

Bilderberg and Club of Rome

FREEMASONRY

Freemasonry is the largest international secret society in the world, with more than 6 million members. It is an all-male
organization whose principles are explained as "brotherly love, relief and truth." "What makes Masonry so influential is the
fact that of its many millions of members so many occupy leadership positions around the world. In our own country there
is nearly always a significant percentage of Masons on the White House staff and in the Cabinet, Senate, Congress,
Supreme Court, and Pentagon, as well as in top business management." (Dave Hunt, Global Peace and the Rise of the
Anti-C, pp. 158-59.) 
Freemasonry secretly fosters ecumenism and quietly prepares its members to accept and be part of the coming new
world order. Freemasonry promotes the idea that there are many ways to God in contrast to what Jesus said, "I am the
way and the truth and the life. No one comes to the Father except through me." (John 14:6). 
In Carl Claudy's book, "Introduction to Freemasonry" (1931), he writes, "In his private petitions a man may petition God or
Jehovah, Allah or Buddha, Mohammed or Jesus; he may call upon the God of Israel or the Great First Cause. In the
Masonic Lodge he hears petitions to the Great architect of the Universes (Depending upon local religious preference there
may be a King James Bible, the Koran, of some other book considered holy. This tends to lead the uninformed to believe
that the god referenced in the holy book is the one being worshiped, This is not true.), finding his own deity under that
name. A hundred paths may wind upward around a mountain; at the top they meet." 
This tolerance of all religions is further clarified, "Masonry does not specify any God of any creed; she requires merely that
you believe in some Deity, give him what name you will ... any god will do ..." Albert Pike, former Supreme Pontiff of
Universal Freemasonry, likewise exults: "Masonry [is that religion] around whose altars the Christian, the Hebrew, the
Moslem, the Brahman [Hindu], the followers of Confucius and Zoroaster, can assemble as brethren and unite in prayer..."
(Albert Pike, Morals and Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry (Charleston, SC, The
Supreme Council of the 33rd Degree for the Southern Jurisdiction of the United States, 1906), pg. 226.) 
Consider this quote from a more contemporary Masonic thinking, taken from the current manual of instruction used by
Masons in the state of Kentucky (Kentucky Monitor by Henry Pirtle, pg. 95): "Masonry makes no profession of Christianity
... but looks forward to the time when the labor of our ancient brethren shall be symbolized by the erection of a spiritual
temple ... in which there shall be but one altar and one worship; one common altar of Masonry on which the Veda,
Shastras, Sade, Zend-Avesta, Koran, and Holy Bible shall lie untouched by sacrilegious hands, and at whose shrine the
Hindoo, the Persian, the Assyrian, The Chaldean, The Egyptian, the Chinese, The Mohammedan, the Jew, and the
Christian may kneel and with one united voice celebrate the praises of the Supreme Architect of the Universe."

Masonry clearly teaches salvation through all religions, whereas the Bible teaches there is salvation in only one name
under Heaven - the name of Jesus (Acts 4:12). Masonry focuses on "The Great Architect of the Universe" who can be
defined any way the worshipper wants to define him. (Dr. David R. Reagan, "Should A Christian Be A Mason?" Bible
Prophecy Insights, No. 25, November 1992.) 8

Freemasonry verses Christianity – What if my Pastor is a Mason?

[Freemasons Believe That They Possess Spiritual Wisdom That Is Greatly Superior To The Teachings of Any Individual
Religion.
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A. "It [Masonry] is the universal, eternal, immutable religion such as God planted it in the heart of universal humanity. No
creed has ever been long-lived that was not built on this foundation. It is the base and they [individual religions] are the
superstructures. (Albert Pike, "Morals and Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry", p. 219)

Therefore, Freemasonry sees itself as the spiritual Foundation upon which all other religions have been constructed.
Therefore, each individual religion, including Christianity, has only a partial truth, while Freemasonry contains the whole
truth. Mr. Pastor, as you are up on the podium preaching the Gospel, are you secretly believing that Christianity is nothing
more than an individual religion that contains only partial truth? What does Scripture say about the Foundation that is
acceptable to God?

Bible Answer #1 -- "For other foundation can no man lay than that is laid, which is Jesus Christ." (1 Corinthians 3:11)

Bible Answer #2 -- In Luke 6:48, Jesus declares that He is the Rock, the only spiritual foundation upon which a person can
rely for eternal salvation. Then, in verse 49, Jesus speaks of any other religious foundation. "But he that heareth, and
doeth not, is like a man that without a foundation built an house upon the earth; against which the stream did beat
vehemently, and immediately it fell; and the ruin of that house was great." In other words, any other spiritual foundation is
really no foundation at all, and when God's Judgment begins to beat upon that person, his fall will be very great, and very
eternal.

Bible Answer #3 -- "Jesus saith unto him, I am the way, the truth, and the life: no man cometh unto the Father, but by me."
(John 14:6)

B. Freemasonry teaches that their true religion must be mixed with "error" [lying] when it is taught to the masses, so that it
can be kept pure for the Adepts! "Religion ... must needs be alloyed [mixed] with an amount of error [lying] ... the religion
of the many must necessarily be more incorrect than that of the refined and reflective few." (Albert Pike, "Morals and
Dogma of the Ancient and Accepted Scottish Rite of Freemasonry", p. 224, Teachings for the 14th Degree)] 9

The Masonic Occult Trinity
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The Occult Trinity 
Father Time, the Celestial Virgin, the Serpent 
The Heresy of All Places, Peoples, and Ages 

The Bringers of Light they call themselves 
The King, the Queen, the Prince 

The Luciferian Royal Family 
The Secret Combination 

The Illuminati...

The broken column denotes the untimely death of our Grand Master Hiram Abiff; the beautiful Virgin, weeping, denotes
the Temple, unfinished; the book open before her, that his virtues there lie on perpetual record; the sprig of acacia in her
right hand, the timely discovery of his body; the urn in her left, that his ashes were there safely deposited to perpetuate the
remembrance of so distinguished a character; and Time standing behind her unfolding the ringlets of her hair denotes that
time, patience and perseverance will accomplish all things...

Master Mason Initiation Lecture

Masonry still retains among its emblems one of a woman weeping over a broken column, holding in her hand a branch of
acacia, myrtle, or tamarisk, while Time, we are told, stands behind her combing out the ringlets of her hair. We need not

repeat the vapid and trivial explanation... given, of this representation of Isis, weeping at Byblos, over the column torn from
the palace of the King, that contained the body of Osiris, while Horus, the God of Time, pours ambrosia on her hair.

Illustrious Albert Pike 33°

 
 

'The Three Pillars Tracing Board'...

Incredibly, the symbol used for Satan in Islam is three pillars. During the Hajj, a pilgrimage which all Muslims are required
to make at least once in their lifetime, they must participate in the 'Stoning of the Devil' ceremony, who is represented by
three giant pillars.

The pillars symbolizing the Devil are at the center of giant ramps built to accommodate the huge crowds of pilgrims who
must complete the ritual by dusk. Muslim tradition says it was here that the Devil tried to tempt the Prophet Abraham to
disobey God when he appeared before him and Isaac suddenly. Yet, one of the most widely used devices inside
Freemasonry to instruct new Masons on the 'Craft' is none other than the 'Three Pillars Tracing Board'...

[Masonry like nearly all other religions is based upon a symbolic foundation. The true religion, or salvation was designed,
created and carried out by the triune God—God, the Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, —three in one.

Masonry, a false religion, also has a trinity. Ancient idolatry had its trinities, and modern idolatry has its trinities. Satan, the
arch-counterfeiter, is the father of all lies as well as false systems of worship. Now in order to deceive people, and
especially an intelligent people, his device, or plan, or counterfeit must be built likewise, so as to appear genuine. A
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counterfeit dollar is the more dangerous the more nearly it resembles the real, because it is the more likely to deceive.
Every one understands, or rather is aware that God is known as a triune being; recognizes himself as such. God the
Father is represented as strength, as a rock. Isa. 17: 10; Psa. 24:8; Job 9:19. God the Son is represented as the Savior.
Matt. 1:21. A mediator. I Tim. 2:5; Heb. 8:6. The true light. Jno. 1:4,9, etc. God the Holy Ghost. represented as wisdom, or
the source of wisdom. Jno. 14:26. As inspiring scripture. 2 Tim. 3:16. As directing the world or gospel of God, as to where
it should be preached. Acts 16:6,7,10. How it should be preached. I Cor. 2:4. Reveals what the gospel is. I Cor. 2:12.
These three are here set forth in their offices in the true system. References will be found to many of the above scriptures
that will enable the reader to push investigation as much further as he likes. The above will give the offices of each in a
general way sufficient to see the illustration to follow.

Masonry in a way acknowledges what it calls the Grand Architect of the Universe; but prefers to symbolize him by three
persons, whom we now proceed to investigate.

First, the symbolic structure of Masonry is supported by three symbolic pillars; namely, wisdom, strength, and beauty.
These three pillars are in Masonic terms, Solomon, representing in the Masonic trinity the pillar of wisdom. Hiram, king of
Tyre, representing the pillar of strength, and Hiram Abiff, the widow's son, representing the pillar of beauty. Here we have
the Masonic foundation. Their trinity upon which Satan builds one of his most cunning, if not his most cunning and
elaborate counterfeit of God's divinity, and God's plan of salvation. ] 10

Here are three Freemasonry facts; our country was founded by Freemasons, the One-Dollar bill is loaded with symbols of
a number of secret societies and 50% of all Freemasons in the world live in the USA.

Links and Info about Freemasonry

Freemasonry is Occultic Part 1

Freemasonry is Occultic Part2

Freemasons vs Christianity Part 1

Freemasons vs Christianity Part 2

Freemasons vs Christianity Part 3

Freemasons vs Christianity Part 4

Freemasons

Inter the Anti-Christ

Masonry Exposed

Occult and Freemasonry

The Deadly Deception

The B’nai B’rith

Skull and Crossbones
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[Sometime in the early 1830s, a Yale student named William H. Russell—the future valedictorian of the class of 1833-
traveled to Germany to study for a year. Russell came from an inordinately wealthy family that ran one of America’s most
despicable business organizations of the nineteenth century: Russell and Company, an opium empire. Russell would later
become a member of the Connecticut state legislature, a general in the Connecticut National Guard, and the founder of
the Collegiate and Commercial Institute in New Haven. While in Germany, Russell befriended the leader of an insidious
German secret society that hailed the death’s head as its logo. Russell soon became caught up in this group, itself a
sinister outgrowth of the notorious eighteenth-century society the Illuminati. When Russell returned to the United States,
he found an atmosphere so Anti-Masonic that even his beloved Phi Beta Kappa, the honor society, had been
unceremoniously stripped of its secrecy. Incensed, Russell rounded up a group of the most promising students in his
class-including Alphonso Taft, the future secretary of war, attorney general, minister to Austria, ambassador to Russia,
and father of future president William Howard Taft-and out of vengeance constructed the most powerful secret society the
United States has ever known.

The men called their organization the Brotherhood of Death, or, more informally, the Order of Skull and Bones. They
adopted the numerological symbol 322 because their group was the second chapter of the German organization and
founded in 1832. They worshiped the goddess Eulogia, celebrated pirates, and plotted an underground conspiracy to
dominate the world. Fast-forward 170 years. Skull and Bones has curled its tentacles into every corner of American
society. This tiny club has set up networks that have thrust three members into the most powerful political position in the
world. And the group’s influence is only increasing-the 2004 presidential election might showcase the first time each ticket
has been led by a Bonesman. The secret society is now, as one historian admonishes, ” ‘an international mafia’ . . .
unregulated and all but unknown.” In its quest to create a New World Order that restricts individual freedoms and places
ultimate power solely in the hands of a small cult of wealthy, prominent families, Skull and Bones has already succeeded
in infiltrating nearly every major research, policy, financial, media, and government institution in the country. Skull and
Bones, in fact, has been running the United States for years.

Skull and Bones cultivates its talent by selecting members from the junior class at Yale University, a school known for its
strange, Gothic elitism and its rigid devotion to the past. The society screens its candidates carefully, favoring Protestants
and, now, white Catholics, with special affection for the children of wealthy East Coast Skull and Bones members. Skull
and Bones has been dominated by about two dozen of the country’s most prominent families—Bush, Harriman, Bundy,
Lord, Phelps, Rockefeller, Taft, and Whitney among them—who are encouraged by the society to intermarry so that its
power is consolidated. In fact, Skull and Bones forces members to confess their entire sexual histories so that the club, as
a eugenics overlord, can determine whether a new Bonesman will be fit to mingle with the bloodlines of the powerful Skull
and Bones dynasties. A rebel will not make Skull and Bones; nor will anyone whose background in any way indicates that
he will not sacrifice for the greater good of the larger organization.

As soon as initiates are allowed into the “tomb,” a dark, windowless crypt in New Haven with a roof that serves as a
landing pad for the society’s private helicopter, they are sworn to silence and told they must forever deny that they are
members of this organization. During initiation, which involves ritualistic psychological conditioning, the juniors wrestle in
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mud and are physically beaten—this stage of the ceremony represents their “death” to the world as they have known it.
They then lie naked in coffins, masturbate, and reveal to the society their innermost sexual secrets. After this cleansing,
the Bonesmen give the initiates robes to represent their new identities as individuals with a higher purpose. The society
anoints the initiate with a new name, symbolizing his rebirth and rechristening as Knight X, a member of the Order. It is
during this initiation that the new members are introduced to the artifacts in the tomb, among them Nazi memorabilia—
including a set of Hitler’s silverware-dozens of skulls, and an assortment of decorative tchotchkes: coffins, skeletons, and
innards. They are also introduced to “the Bones whore,” the tomb’s only full-time resident, who helps to ensure that the
Bonesmen leave the tomb more mature than when they entered.

Members of Skull and Bones must make some sacrifices to the society—and they are threatened with blackmail so that
they remain loyal—but they are remunerated with honors and rewards, including a graduation gift of $15,000 and a
wedding gift of a tall grandfather clock. Though they must tithe their estates to the society, each member is guaranteed
financial security for life; in this way, Bones can ensure that no member will feel the need to sell the secrets of the society
in order to make a living. And it works: No one has publicly breathed a word about his Skull and Bones membership, ever.
Bonesmen are automatically offered jobs at the many investment banks and law firms dominated by their secret society
brothers. They are also given exclusive access to the Skull and Bones island, a lush retreat built for millionaires, with a
lavish mansion and a bevy of women at the members’ disposal. The influence of the cabal begins at Yale, where Skull and
Bones has appropriated university funds for its own use, leaving the school virtually impoverished. Skull and Bones’
corporate shell, the Russell Trust Association, owns nearly all of the university’s real estate, as well as most of the land in
Connecticut. Skull and Bones has controlled Yale’s faculty and campus publications so that students cannot speak openly
about it. “Year by year,” the campus’s only anti-society publication stated during its brief tenure in 1873, “the deadly evil is
growing.”

The year in the tomb at Yale instills within members an unwavering loyalty to Skull and Bones. Members have been
known to stab their Skull and Bones pins into their skin to keep them in place during swimming or bathing. The knights (as
the student members are called) learn quickly that their allegiance to the society must supersede all else: family,
friendships, country, God. They are taught that once they get out into the world, they are expected to reach positions of
prominence so that they can further elevate the society’s status and help promote the standing of their fellow Bonesmen.

This purpose has driven Bonesmen to ascend to the top levels of so many fields that, as one historian observes, “at any
one time The Order can call on members in any area of American society to do what has to be done.” Several Bonesmen
have been senators, congressmen, Supreme Court justices, and Cabinet officials. There is a Bones cell in the CIA, which
uses the society as a recruiting ground because the members are so obviously adept at keeping secrets. Society
members dominate financial institutions such as J. P. Morgan, Morgan Stanley Dean Witter, and Brown Brothers
Harriman, where at one time more than a third of the partners were Bonesmen. Through these companies, Skull and
Bones provided financial backing to Adolf Hitler because the society then followed a Nazi-and now follows a neo-Nazi—
doctrine. At least a dozen Bonesmen have been linked to the Federal Reserve, including the first chairman of the New
York Federal Reserve. Skull and Bones members control the wealth of the Rockefeller, Carnegie, and Ford families. 

Skull and Bones has also taken steps to control the American media.

Two of its members founded the law firm that represents the New York Times. Plans for both Time and Newsweek
magazines were hatched in the Skull and Bones tomb. The society has controlled publishing houses such as Farrar,
Straus & Giroux. In the 1880s, Skull and Bones created the American Historical Association, the American Psychological
Association, and the American Economic Association so that the society could ensure that history would be written under
its terms and promote its objectives. The society then installed its own members as the presidents of these associations.
Under the society’s direction, Bonesmen developed and dropped the nuclear bomb and choreographed the Bay of Pigs
invasion. Skull and Bones members had ties to Watergate and the Kennedy assassination. They control the Council on
Foreign Relations and the Trilateral Commission so that they can push their own political agenda. Skull and Bones
government officials have used the number 322 as codes for highly classified diplomatic assignments. The society
discriminates against minorities and fought for slavery; indeed eight out of twelve of Yale’s residential colleges are named
for slave owners while none are named for abolitionists. The society encourages misogyny: it did not admit women until
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the 1990s because members did not believe women were capable of handling the Skull and Bones experience and
because they said they feared incidents of date rape. This society also encourages grave robbing: deep within the bowels
of the tomb are the stolen skulls of the Apache chief Geronimo, Pancho Villa, and former president Martin Van Buren.

Finally, the society has taken measures to ensure that the secrets of Skull and Bones slip ungraspable like sand through
open fingers. Journalist Ron Rosenbaum, who wrote a long but not probing article about the society in the 1970s, claimed
that a source warned him not to get too close.

“What bank do you have your checking account at?” this party asked me in the middle of a discussion of the Mithraic
aspects of the Bones ritual. I named the bank. “Aha,” said the party. “There are three Bonesmen on the board. You’ll never
have a line of credit again. They’ll tap your phone. They’ll . . . ”

. . .The source continued: “The alumni still care. Don’t laugh. They don’t like people tampering and prying. The power of
Bones is incredible. They’ve got their hands on every lever of power in the country. You’ll see—it’s like trying to look into
the Mafia.”]11

Please remember that there are so many secret organizations today and that this CD guide and special report will not be
able to explain them all. Here are just the largest of the societies explained the main concern was to let it be known that
the USA has been puppets in the Illuminist or globalist’s great plan. Hopefully the research material gathered here will be
sufficient to help Christians in leadership positions at the churches, as well as the church body in general, to better
understanding the TRUTH themselves. “Never take anything taught or told to you, it doesn’t matter who, for face value
only ever again. Always use God’s Word, and always test the spirits to see if they are from God!12”

The Strong Arm and All Seeing Eyes of the Illuminati – The CIA

After the National Security Act established the Department of Defense, National Security Council, and Central Intelligence
Agency the Illuminati had an indispensable tool at its disposal. The CIA has a long history of being able to do just about
anything it wanted to. Even today, mainly because most of Congress plays a part in the conspiracy, they are still doing all
of the things they have always done. Not that I have done my homework on this subject, but I would say that half or more
of the Congress are members in one clandestine Luciferian Masonic (CLuM) secret society or the other. Because the CIA
is overseen by committees made up of Congressmen, it can be easily understood how it is that the CIA has become an
all-powerful force paid for by the taxpayer to do the bidding of the Trilateral Commission, and the CFR (Illuminati). The
material covered in this study will more than once explain that the CIA and other intelligence agencies play a major part in
causing the conflicts in the world today.

(Links for the following section can only be used if you are connected to the internet)

[The NWO global conspirators manifest their agenda through the skillful manipulation of human emotions, especially fear.
In the past centuries, they have repeatedly utilized a contrivance that NWO researcher and author David Icke has
characterized in his latest book, The Biggest Secret, as Problem, Reaction, and Solution.

The technique is as follows: Illuminati strategists create the Problem- by funding , assembling, and training an "opposition"
group to stimulate turmoil in an established political power (sovereign country, region, continent, etc.) that they wish to
impinge upon and thus create opposing factions in a conflict that the Illuminati themselves maneuvered into existence. In
recent decades, so called "opposition" groups are usually identified in the media as 'freedom fighters' or 'liberators'
(recently the KLA-Kosovo Liberation Army).

At the same time, the leader of the established political power where the conflict is being orchestrated is demonized and,
on cue, referred to as 'another Hitler' (take your pick: Saddam Hussein, Milosevic, Kadaffi, etc.). The 'freedom fighters' are
not infrequently assembled from a local criminal element (i.e. KLA, drug traffickers). In the spirit of true Machiavellian
deceit, the same NWO strategists are equally involved in covertly arming and advising the leader of the established power
as well (the Illuminati always profits from any armed conflict by loaning money, arming, and supplying all parties involved
in a war).
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The conflict is drawn to the world stage by the controlled media outlets with a barrage of photos and video tape reports of
horrific and bloody atrocities suffered by innocent civilians. The cry goes up "Something has to be done!" And That is the
desired Reaction (note: the same technique is presently being used to bring about gun control in the United States).

The NWO puppeteers then provide the Solution by sending in UN 'Peace Keepers' (Bosnia) or a UN 'Coalition Force' (Gulf
War) or NATO Bombers and then ground troops (Kosovo). Once installed, the 'peace keepers' never leave (Bosnia,
Kosovo). The idea is to have NWO controlled ground troops in all major countries or strategic areas where significant
resistance to the New World Order takeover is likely to be encountered.

East Timor, Indosnesia. (9/14/99) Virtually , the same strategy used to occupy Kosovo with UN/NATO troops was applied
by the NWO manipulators to take military control of East Timor. Once again, the same morality play is trotted out for public
consumption: the local evil and demonic Indonesian Army trained militias responsible for the slaughter of innocent civilians
following the August 30 vote for Independence (from Indonesian control), must be stopped at all costs. This time, Australia
(to keep up the appearance of an 'international' humantarian effort) will lead the charge with 'peacekeeping' troops. Of
course, it didn't take long for Madeline Albright to announce that US 'support assets' will be part of the "UN Peacekeeping
Team". In a front page story in the LA Times (9/13/99), Mike Jendrzejczyk of Human Rights Watch (an Illuminati front
group) in Washington DC said that it's "crucial" that "peacekeepers have the authority to disarm militia forces and any
Indonesian soldiers actively working with them". ]

The local, sovereign military force is either defeated (i.e. Yugoslavia) or, as in the case of the United States itself, replaced
by foreign UN "Partnership For Peace" (PFP) troops who take over the jobs of US soldiers who have been sent overseas
on 'peacekeeping' missions. In addition to being killed in ground conflicts on foreign soil, US military forces will likely be
reduced in the next few years through disease induced attrition (i.e. from mandatory Anthrax Vaccinations required of all
US military personnel). These vaccinations will, in all probability, eventually produce the symptoms of the so-called Gulf
War Illness, which was acquired by a certain percentage of Gulf War soldiers who were given a "special" anthrax vaccine
(intended by the Illuminati/CIA as a test run to ascertain how quickly (and fatally) the disease would progress with a
substantial population of healthy young men and women). ]13

 

Links about the CIA and other conspiracies

Oklahoma City Bombing

911 Conspiracy
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Osama bin Laden

Vandalism in the Sky HAARP

Chemtrails-poisoning the air

Billy Graham

Thesis X Antithesis = Synthesis

Those setting up the One World Religion

10.Finally, my brethren, be strong in the Lord, and in the power of his might. 11.Put on the whole armour of God, that ye
may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil.12. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against
principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high [places].
13. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done
all, to stand. 14. Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness;
15. And your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; 16. Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye
shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. 17. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit,
which is the word of God: 18. Praying always with all prayer and supplication in the Spirit, and watching thereunto with all
perseverance and supplication for all saints; 19. And for me, that utterance may be given unto me, that I may open my
mouth boldly, to make known the mystery of the gospel, 20. For which I am an ambassador in bonds: that therein I may
speak boldly, as I ought to speak.

NKJV Ephesians 6: 10-20

The Roman Catholic Church
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I think most everybody looking at the two pictures above are thinking to themselves, “This can’t be right, this must be a
trick of some kind.” Well it is not a trick 80,000 Hear Pope's Sermon on the Mount, Saturday, 25 March 2000. On this
special occasion he decides to use two satanic symbols to ordinate his Sermon, one of the two being a staff with the
“Twisted Cross” atop of it. This particular twisted cross, because of the form of the cross and the hideous looking Jesus
hanging off of it, was used as a symbol of the Anti-Christ and in caricature of the traditional Catholic Crucifix, believed to
have been made in the year 666 AD. The other one is clear as day, everyone can see it but probably would rather look
away, is the cross that our Savior hang from till death turned upside down. Pope John Paul II does not feel the need at all
to try to hide the secret agenda of the Roman Catholic Church (RCC) any longer. We know that the RCC plays a huge role
in setting up the One World Religion and the thron of the Anti-Christ.

“Roman Catholicism is NOT Biblical Christianity. Rather, it is Babylonian Secret Mysteries packaged in Christian doctrine,
with names of Biblical figures, and with illustrations and allegories taken from the Bible. Traditional Roman Catholicism is
counterfeit Christianity.”14

Satan has Fully Controlled the Vatican since the end of the French Revolution

One of the goals of the Globalist elite, the Illuminati or better yet Satan has been to do away with true Christianity. The
Great Deceiver’s goal is an Equalization of all religions and their melting into an Anti-Christian Religion. No Pagan gods
are standing in his way of having it his way. Only the God of the Bible and true Christianity is standing in his way.
Christianity must be destroyed!

It doesn’t matter if the reader is a Roman Catholic or not he would not disagree that the Roman Catholic Church has had
its share of enemies. But it wasn’t even the great reformers, who were at one time seen as the most dangerous enemies
of the RCC that wanted to do away with the properties and morals of Christianity. It will be alone the effect of the highly
celebrated take-over of the Roman Catholic Church by the Illuminati.

the Researcher Eustice Millins wrote in his book “The Curse of Canaan” the Rothschilds in 1823 already had complete
control of all the financial aspects of the world-wide Roman Catholic Church. Today the financial sector of the church is
tightly knitted with the Rothschild System and a number of their financial institutions and banks.

Matter-of-factly it looks as if the long, bitter fight between the Illuminati and the RCC is going right according to schedule.
The French Revolution, a master plan of Adam Weishaupt through many Secret societies like the Jacobin, destroyed the
Spirituality of the RCC without mercy. After the French Revolution it was possible for Napoleon and his four brothers, who
were by the way all Freemasons, to break and bound the power of the Roman Catholic Church and the worldwide power
of the Pope. Since then the Roman Catholic Church has become a breeding ground for Satan and his demons. There is
no doubt in my mind that the RCC are the stage setters for the Anti-Christ’s great debut.

The following are short descriptions from different sources about the new morals of the RCC.
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No responsibility!

I am a life-long Catholic, raised in Alton. I recently tried to enroll my 2-year-old son in St. Mary's Catholic Church preschool
program. Part of his enrollment paperwork was a form that included a special note that reads as follows, "The Diocese of
Springfield and/or St. Mary's Parish will not assume any responsibility or liability for any person who inflicts bodily injury or
personal injury consisting of or arising out of corporal punishment, sexual or physical abuse, sexual exploitation or any
other similar act, harm, injury or damage to any person in its programs or activities." 
I almost fell out of my seat when my wife showed me this. In a time like this, the church needs to be a reassuring person
that acts like this won't happen. Instead it sends the message that abuse will happen and I, as a parent, can't do any thing
about it. 

Matt Taul 
Alton

Excerpts from The Testimony of Charlotte Wells ”Pray for the little Nuns”15

“First of all, as we slip into this testimony, having been born in Roman Catholicism, not knowing anything else, not knowing
the word of God because we didn't have a Bible in our home, we had never heard anything about this wonderful plan of
salvation. And so, naturally, I grew up in that Roman Catholic home as a child, knowing only the catechism, knowing only
the teaching of the Roman Catholic Church.”

“The mother came to me and she began to tell me about the White Veil. And I didn't know too much about it, but in taking
the white veil they told me that I would be becoming the spouse or bride of Jesus Christ. There would be a ceremony and
I would be dressed in a wedding garment.”

“We are taught to believe as nuns that we suffer for our loved ones and your loved ones that are already in a priest's
purgatory so they can be delivered from purgatory sooner because of our suffering.”

“Now the day comes. She told me, "Charlotte, you have to be willing to spill your blood as Jesus shed his upon Calvary."
She said, "You'll have to be willing to do penance, heavy penance." She said, "You'll have to be willing to live in crucial
poverty."”

“Alright, now, I'll say this now before I go any further, that popery is a masterpiece of Satan. I said it's a masterpiece of
Satan with his lying wonders and his traditions and his deceptions. It's a terrible thing when you know about it.”

“And you know, as I take those vows she opens a little place in the lobe of my ear and she takes out a portion of blood
because I must sign every vow in my own blood.”

I suggest that everyone read this interesting and revealing Testimony of a Cloistered RCC Nun.

Links about the Papacy and the Roman Catholic Church

The Twisted Cross

The Man of Sin

The Red Dragon and Rome

The Number of his name

Invisible Head of the Papacy
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The Protestant/Evangelical Churches

It’s no wonder that God emphasized so much when he gave the Revelation-Visions to John. The first 3 chapters of
Revelation is when John witnessed Jesus; “… One like the Son of Man, clothed with a garment down to the feet and
girded about the chest with a golden band;”16 telling him to write down what he tells the Angels of each of the seven
original “Lampstands” which were the original Christian Churches of old. Jesus explained in small detail some of the
failings of each Church. And to all of the Churches He said:

1. 1.Whoever has an ear should hear what he is saying to the Churches.

2. 2.He, who overcomes or is victorious, shall not be hurt by the second death, and will share the Kingdom of His
Father.
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Let us look at those two statements.

Number 1: Notice here He says, “Whoever has an ear,” as you will notice a lot of times the Bible talks about, “Let the ones
that are wise understand,” but here I believe He is speaking to every true Christian and not just to the wise. He wants
everyone to take a look at what he is saying to the Churches.

Number 2: When He speaks of overcoming, or being victorious I think it has two different meanings. One, he is speaking
of the spiritual battle as everyone must overcome themselves (their “selves”) in order to receive Him as your personal
Christ and Savoir. Two, I believe he is speaking about the spiritual battle that the “Body of Christ” is going through today.

Actually looking in the Bible is the only way for a true Christian to find TRUTHS. Taking any one person’s teachings at face
value about anything dealing with God and his Kingdom is more like a sin.17 It is important to understand that while
studying the Bible, we true Bible believing Christians must sometimes be patient with God. I believe that the mysteries
written in the Bible are written that way in order to make them known at a specific time. God wants Christians to
understand what is written, but again I believe that he intended for us to read His Word constantly. We are not to look at a
specific verse today and be able to understand exactly what it means, and then write it off as being understood and never
open up that part of the Bible again. As humans we tend to give ourselves a little more glory than we deserve. It would be
silly for me to think that a Pastor fresh out of the seminary would think himself wise, never opening the Bible again to
study. “I learnt that in school I don’t need to study or read that again.” That is a very narrow minded individual and I
wouldn’t hope to have him as my Pastor. Just think how easy it would be for him to be deluded by “false Prophets”.
Unfortunately, exactly that is happening to our society today. The Bible-believing Christians today are ill prepared to face
the deterioration of the society. It is time for the true Bible-believing Christians to wake up and put on that armor, get their
swords sharp, and encourage obedience to the Word of God in being separated from worldliness and false doctrine.

[The media continues to devote much discussion and ink to the religion of Islam, primarily due to the hostilities in Iraq and
the on-going threat of terrorism by other Islamic states. And to maintain the status quo, President Bush is walking the
politically correct tightrope by insisting all religions are equally valid. His public utterances would lead us to believe we all
worship the same God and just refer to Him by different names. But in case you are not aware of it, this heretical view
known as the "universal fatherhood of god and brotherhood of man" is as old as mankind and the backbone of Illuminated
Freemasonry and other CLuM societies. Their ultimate goal is to amalgamate all religions into a single highly tolerant
system of belief in which sectarian strife will be eliminated--a program the United Nations heartily endorses. Over the last
50 years or so the ecumenical movement spearheaded by the Roman Catholic Papacy has made great strides toward this
goal by reaching out to Protestant Churches with the aim of bringing them back into "the mother church." The World
Council of Churches along with the US National Council of Churches are actively promoting this movement and now have
many denominational churches on their ever-expanding list of members. And by using these subtle tactics the highly
exclusive nature of Bible Christianity is slowly being turned into a religion in the eyes of the earth's masses!]18

I did some research on the World Council of Churches (WCC) and the ecumenical movement. At the time I couldn’t
believe what I was being told was correct. So I decided to check things out for myself, if you will remember I preach during
this report that you should not take what is told to you at face value. I went to the WCC homepage in the Internet and
wanted to check out how they did things. Right on time with the subject I was researching I happened to hear something
in the radio that the WCC wanted the member churches to be more flexible about human sexuality. So I was now even
more curious, I was surprised to find that what I was told was the truth. The way it looked the WCC has been tossing this
subject of human sexuality back and forth since 1961, see: AIDE MEMOIRE WORLD COUCIL OF CHURCHES AND
HUMAN SEXUALITY from the WCC Central Committee, Geneva, Switzerland, dated 15- 22 February 2005. Below are a
couple of excerpts:

“Traditional sexual ethics are inadequate because a) they themselves are flawed, and b) they are inadequate to deal with
the new world that the people of God find themselves in. A new practice and theology of sexuality need to be forged…”

“13. The biblical vision by itself does not provide Christians or churches with all the clear moral principles and practical
norms they need. Nor do the scriptures resolve every ethical case.”….” The Scriptures' use of imagery in provocative,
often paradoxical ways makes interpretations of biblical moral teaching difficult.”
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As you can clearly see here in these two statements that the WCC is moving in a direction that bends to the cultures and
moral values of today’s World. It is supposedly too difficult to teach Christians the morals written in their own scriptures the
WORD OF GOD. If that is the case then we are moving into a new era for sure. Because nobody reads their Bible enough
any more to begin with, so the new Christians of today will be fed lies. The sad part is that these lies are coming from
where the new Christians would hope to be told the TRUTH.

outcome-based religion

Are big changes taking place in your church? Has the expository preaching of the Word of God been replaced by lectures
in “Psychology 101?” Have the messages from the pulpit been so permeated with “tolerance” that sin is no longer
identifiable? Has the emphasis of reaching the lost for Christ been replaced by the mantra bringing in the un-churched?
Does the pastor use so many translations of the Bible that you are no longer sure what the Bible actually teaches? Have
the hymnals been trashed in favor of the overhead projector? Has the choir been supplanted by a contemporary “praise
band?” Has the direction of the Holy Spirit on the service been replaced by “40 Day” campaigns? Has your church
mushroomed in size with throngs of people that have no idea of what they believe? If the answer to the majority of these
questions is “yes,” your church is falling victim to Outcome-Based Religion.]19

Below are a few links to chapters out of Outcome-Based Religion: Apostasy, Purpose, and the Paradigm Shift - by Mac
Dominick, Cutting Edge Ministries

Preface - OUTCOME-BASED RELIGION !

Links and info about the WCC and Outcome-based Religion
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The door is open for the Anti-Christ
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[The New Age Movement is in a class by itself. Unlike most formal religions, it has no holy text, central organization,
membership, formal clergy, geographic center, dogma, creed, etc. They often use mutually exclusive definitions for some
of their terms. The New Age is in fact a free-flowing spiritual movement; a network of believers and practitioners who
share somewhat similar beliefs and practices, which they add on to whichever formal religion that they follow. Their book
publishers take the place of a central organization; seminars, conventions, books and informal groups replace of sermons
and religious services. ]20

[New Age is not new ... it is a modern revival of ancient religious traditions, along with a potpourri of influences: Eastern
mysticism, modern philosophy and psychology, science and science fiction, and the counterculture of the 50s and 60s. "...
So here we are in the New Age, a combination of spirituality and superstition, fad and farce, about which the only thing
certain is that it is not new. Nobody seems to know exactly where the term came from, but it has been around for several
decades or more, and many elements of the New Age, like faith healing, fortune-telling and transmigration of souls, go
back for centuries."]21

I believe this movement was revived as one of many ways in which those in the Illuminati and other CLuM societies
planned to eradicate Christianity. By being so flexible and worldly it gives people a way out. This way they will never have
to control their -SELVES as taught in true Christian doctrine, because they believe that they themselves are gods. And
whichever religion they choose to accept is ok, as a matter of fact they can be Christians, Muslims, Buddhist, atheist or
whatever they choose, as long as they understand their place in the universe. This movement is the best feel-good
religion in the world today and very acceptable. With as much political assistance this religion or idea is getting in the
Department of Education, and other areas, it will be easy for people to buy. Look at some of their principles and beliefs:

Ecological Responsibility: A belief in the importance of uniting to preserve the health of the earth, which is often looked
upon as Gaia, (Mother Earth) a living entity.

Universal Religion: Since all is God, then only one reality exists, and all religions are simply different paths to that ultimate
reality. The universal religion can be visualized as a mountain, with many sadhanas (spiritual paths) to the summit. Some
are hard; others easy. There is no one correct path. All paths eventually reach the top. They anticipate that a new
universal religion, which contains elements of all current faiths, will evolve and become generally accepted worldwide.

New World Order, as the Age of Aquarius unfolds, a New Age will develop. This will be a utopia in which there is world
government, and end to wars, disease, hunger, pollution, and poverty. Gender, racial, religious and other forms of
discrimination will cease. People's allegiance to their tribe or nation will be replaced by a concern for the entire world and
its people.

As I read them it makes me want to believe that New Agers would make a good World Citizens (sheeples), ready and
willing to do the bidding of the Anti-Christ and his Illuminati friends.

With the Christian Churches becoming charismatic playgrounds accepting the religious orders of the new age and its
outcome-based doctrine. We should be expecting to see more and more New age Christians to filling the pews, then it
won’t be hard to see where all of this is leading to.
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Politicians have been trying to sell this form of self-righteous religion ever since Alice Bialey heard her “Master,” Djwhal
Khul (DK) and the movement was started around 1920. As a part of this conspiracy in 1920 the Lucifer Trust was founded
by the same Alice Bailey. The trust changed its name in 1922 to the Lucis Trust and enjoys “Consultative Status” with the
United Nations. Having this status not only allows a close working relationship with the UN, but also a seat in the weekly
sessions. If that wasn’t enough, when in 1976 Americans elected President Carter, he appointed a member and founding
father of the Trilateral Commission and New Age leader, Mr. Zbignew Brzezinski as his National Security Advisor. At the
top level of American Government, New Age principles became the guiding light formulating domestic policy.

This is in my eyes definitely the new religion of the New World Order, nowhere else is the doctrine so attuned to a second
coming of the Christ (Anti-Christ). The whole of their work is a world-wide movement in the evoking or “Invocation” or the
“Reappearance of the Christ.” Please read the following two articles: The Second Coming- the role of the Christian
Church, and The Lucis Trust- Ten Seed Groups from Alice Bailey’s The Externalization of the Hierarchy where Master DK
(which I believe is the great deceiver himself)informed Bailey of the Hierarchy’s plan of the “The Ten Seed Groups” (p.90)

I do believe that this movement is the biggest enemy to Christianity because it was developed by Satan himself “Master
DK” to dissolve all Fundamental Christian Bible Churches and all of their offshoots. As you can see in its symbol this
movement is the link between the New World Government and the New World Religion, it brings both of the two together
as the throne of the Anti-Christ. It goes hand in hand with the Outcome-Based Education, and Religion doctrine that this
movement pushes. As I said above, the movement has the equivalent to diplomatic immunity and are welcomed by any
nation that strives for peace. Look at the Lucis Trust, the founding fathers so-to-speak of this false teaching.

[The Lucis Trust is as much a political organization as an occult religious one. Aggressively promoting a Globalist
ideology, Lucis Trust founded its World Goodwill, which is closely connected to international elitist circles. Authors and
participants in its various conferences read like a Who's Who of Globalist insiders. Featured on its website, for example, is
the Universal Declaration of Human Responsibilities, put forth in April 1998 as a companion document to the notorious UN
Universal Declaration on Human Rights. Signatories to the World Goodwill document: Helmut Schmidt, former Chancellor
of West Germany; Malcolm Frasier, former Australian Prime Minister; Shimon Perez; Robert McNamara; Paul Volcke;
Jimmy Carter and Pierre Trudeau among others.]

As the Body of Christ it is our responsibility to explain and teach that although we are to be tolerant to other religions we
are forbidden to be tied (yoked) together24 with any other religions. We need to keep our eyes open and stay awake. That
means learning more about this enemy in order to be able to see when false teachings creep in to the Church and stop
them before they spread. We have to look at this movement as if it were a deadly virus, once it (the teachings) enters into
the Body (Body of Christ) and infects it; the virus spreads out ever so slowly and gradually. At one time it will find the Body
asleep, I would think during a change of pastor or a larger “revival,” then is has nested itself there. The Body becomes
used to it and it is incurable for man alone. Only through the intersession of God will it be possible to drive it out of the
Body. That is why it is so important for us as Christ’s Body (the true bible reading and understanding Church) to move and
immunize ourselves before we become infected.

Satanism

Because I feel that all the entities that I have spoke of thus far are a direct derivative of Satanism.. We define the
worshipping of any other Idol, god, goddess, Idea as being the same as worshipping Satan-the Lord of Man, great
deceiver, liar, the old serpent himself. As we can clearly see Satan has been at work hard to finally achieve all that the
world is today. Remember he is leading this great Apostasy only those who know the TRUTH will be able to stand against
him, so keep “sharpening your swords”25 At this point I will not write any more about it, there are a number of links below
that will help in your study of the works of the enemy.

The Church's interpretaion of Biblical doctrine of the Antichrist

The Church's interpretation of Biblical Doctrine of the Anti-Christ
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[I. Introduction

Last week, we examined the planned appearance of Anti-Christ from the New Age perspective. We studied how their
plans, if carried out, would fulfill many Biblical prophecies. Today, we shall study some of those prophecies. (Biblical
Revelation concerning Anti-Christ is taken from book, "Things To Come", by J. Dwight Penecost, pages 332-339 unless
otherwise noted).

II. Definition

J-- The Anti-Christ is a person who will come to power at the end of the age. He will claim to be Jesus Christ coming the
Second Time.

"He is the head of the last form of Gentile world dominion, and must be of Gentile origin." (Rev 13:1; 17:15, P-332). He
must also arise out of the Gentile World, (Daniel 9:26-27).

III. Characteristics

A. Office

* "His influence is world-wide". (Rev 13:8, P-333) God revealed at the Tower of Babel (Genesis 11:1-9) that His plan for
the nations of the world is to have sovereign nations, none of whom would be allowed absolute control over all the earth.
However, during the last days, Anti-Christ would be allowed supreme dictatorship over the entire earth. This dictatorship
would be political, spiritual, and economic. We see his political control in Revelation 13:16, where he forces both small and
great to take the Mark of the Beast. The word "great" here literally means those who are politically powerful. We see the
spiritual aspect in his forcing every one to worship him (Rev 13:8). Finally, we see the economic dictatorship in Revelation
13:16-17, where no one can buy or sell anything without the Mark of the Anti-Christ.

* "He eliminates three rulers in his rise to power." (Daniel 7:8, 24, P-333). Interestingly, these 3 rulers whom the Anti-Christ
destroys in his rise to power are part of 10 Kings which shall rule the world in the last days. These Kings are also referred
to as Horns and Toes.(Daniel 2:41-44 & 7:24). Many scholars have taught that these 10 Kings represent the European
Common Market (the Old Roman Empire). However, we would prefer a much broader interpretation as to the identity of
the 10 Toes of Daniel 2. We feel that the language of Daniel 2 and 7 indicate that the final kingdom spoken of is not a
Revived Roman Empire; rather, it is the final form of a Roman Empire that never passed out of existence. In its final form,
it will expand to cover the entire world. This interpretation would seem consistent with the known interpretation of the
Man's Figure in Daniel 2, of which the 10 toes are the final part. This interpretation would also be consistent with J. Dwight
Pentecost's conclusion in his book, "Things To Come".

God seems to be foretelling here that the world's nations in the last days shall be reorganized into 10 Super-Nation states.
As soon as this reorganization is completed, the Anti-Christ will arise (the Eleventh Horn, Daniel 7:8). New World Order
planners have already devised their 10-Nation Reorganization. In 1974, a book entitled "Mankind At The Turning Point"
devised a reorganization of the world's 170+ sovereign nations into 10 Super-Nations. We have listed these 10 Super
Nations for you:

1. 1.North America



2. 2.Western Europe

3. 3.Japan

4. 4.Australia, South Africa, and the rest of the market economy of the developed world.

5. 5.Eastern Europe, including Russia

6. 6.Latin America

7. 7.North Africa and the Middle East

8. 8.Tropical Africa

9. 9.South and Southeast Asia

10. 10.China

Early in 1991, George Bush and Congress began to create the economic entity comprised of Canada, the United States,
and Mexico. The North American Super-Nation state is soon to be reality. Western Europe is the European Economic
Community, which became an economic reality in December, 1992. Japan and China currently exist. Russia has now
staged its disintegration so that its union with Eastern Europe can occur. Every other regional entity comprising this
organization could be created in one hour of time, by simple vote of the United Nations. The time is really very late….]26
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Lord Jesus speaking?

Lord Sanat Kumara?

Satanism

Marian Rite and Satanism

First Satanist in British Army

Halloween

Killing by Satanist Coven in Italy

Red Dragon and the Black Beast

Tarot cards and Italy

The New Satanism

2 Corinthians 11 the

Secret Covenant

Where powerful men come to play!

One of Many Secret Places were Powerful men Make Plans – The Bohemian Grove

[What is the Bohemian Grove? The Bohemian Grove is a 2700 acre redwood forest, located in Monte Rio, CA. It contains
accommodation for 2000 people to "camp" in luxury. It is owned by the Bohemian Club.

What is the Bohemian Club? The Bohemian Club is a private. all male club, which is headquartered in the Bohemian
building in San Francisco. It was formed in 1872 by men who sought shelter from the frontier culture (or lack of culture).

Who are the present members? The Club has evolved into an association of rich and powerful men, mostly of this country
(there are similar organizations in other countries). Some artists are allowed to join (often at reduced rates), because of
their social status and entertainment value. The membership list has included every Republican U.S. president (as well as
some Democrats) since 1923, many cabinet officials, and director; & CEO's of large corporations, including major financial
institutions.

What industries are represented among the members? Major military contractors, oil companies, banks (including the
Federal Reserve), utilities (including nuclear power), and national media (broadcast and print) have high-ranking officials
as club members or guests. Many members are, or have been, on the board of directors of several of these corporations.
You should note that most of the above industries depend heavily on a relationship with government for their profitability.

The members stay in different camps at the Grove, which have varying status levels. Members & frequent guests of the
most prestigious camp (Mandalay) include: Henry Kissinger, George Shultz, S. D. Bechtel, Jr., Thomas Watson Jr. (IBM),
Phillip Hawley (B of A), William Casey (CIA). and Ralph Bailey (Dupont). George Bush resides in a less prestigious camp
(Hillbillies) with A. W. Clausen (World Bank), Walter Cronkite, and William F. Buckley.

What activities take place at the grove? The grove is the site of a two week retreat every July (as well as other smaller
get-togethers throughout the year). At these retreats, the members commune with nature in a truly original way. They drink
heavily from morning through the night, bask in their freedom to urinate on the redwoods, and perform pagan rituals
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(including the "Cremation of Care", in which the members wearing red-hooded robes, cremate a coffin effigy of "Dull Care"
at the base of a 40 foot owl altar). Some (20%) engage in homosexual activity (but few of them support gay rights or AIDS
research). They watch (and participate in) plays and comedy shows in which women are portrayed by male actors.
Although women are not allowed in the Grove, members often leave at night to enjoy the company of the many prostitutes
who come from around the world for this event. Is any of this hard to believe? Employees of the Grove have said that no
verbal description can accurately portray the bizarre behavior of the Grove's inhabitants.

Besides this type of merriment. the annual gathering serves as an informational clearing house for the elite. The most
powerful men in the country do their "networking" here, despite the Grove's motto "weaving spiders come not here" (don't
do business in the Grove). At these gatherings men representing the government, military-industrial, and financial sectors
meet and make major policy decisions. The Manhattan project, which produced the first atomic bombs, was conceived at
the Grove in 1942. Other decisions made at the Grove include who our presidential candidates will be. There are
speeches, known as "Lakeside Talks", wherein high-ranking officials disseminate information which is not available to the
public-at-large.

What are the topics of discussion at the Lakeside Talks?

What's not right about this? When powerful people work together, they become even more powerful. The Grove
membership is wealthy, and becoming more so, while the middle class is steadily becoming poorer. This close-knit group
determines whether prices rise or fall (by their control of the banking system, money supply, and markets), and they make
money whichever way markets fluctuate. They determine what our rights are and which laws have effect, by appointing

http://www.sonomacountyfreepress.com/bohos/highlights.html


judges. They decide who our highest officials shall be by consensus among themselves, and then selling candidates to us
via the media which they own. Important issues and facts are omitted from discussion in the press, or slanted to suit their
goals, but they are discussed frankly at the Grove. Is there true democracy when so much power is concentrated in so few
hands? Is there any real difference between the public and private sectors when cabinet members come from the
boardrooms of large corporations? Is the spending of billions on weapons, which are by consensus no longer needed,
really the will of the people? Or is it the will of General Electric, General Dynamics, and the other weapons contractors
represented at the Grove?

What can I do to make a difference? Educate yourself about the Grove and it's inhabitants, and the true nature of the
power structure in the world. Then educate your friends. Since most major newspapers and broadcast stations are owned
by "insiders", be wary of everything you hear in the press. If you can, participate in protest activities during the July retreat.

World Leaders, Corporate CEO's And Movie Stars

Meeting Secretly At Bohemian Grove In Monte Rio, California

 
 

Free Press International 
7.13.2004 

 
World leaders, corporate heads and movie stars are scheduled to meet secretly at Bohemian Grove in Monte Rio,

California this Friday. They've been doing it since 1872! It's hard to believe but its true and the mainstream press has been
covering it up for over a hundred years. Truth is stranger than fiction. 

 
Past attendee's include George W. Bush, Merv Griffin, S. D. Bechtel, Thomas Watson Jr., Phillip Hawley, William Casey,

Ralph Bailey, George Bush, Arnold Schwarzenegger, A. W. Clausen, Walter Cronkite, William F. Buckley, Karl Rove,
Ronald Reagan, George Shultz, Colin Powell, Henry Kissinger, Bill Clinton, Art Linkletter, Dick Cheney, Caspar

Weinberger, Malcolm Forbes, Jack Kemp, Alan Greenspan and Newt Gingrich, Teddy Roosevelt, Herbert Hoover, Helmut
Schmidt, Richard Nixon, Charlton Heston, Mark Twain, Oscar Wilde, Robert Novak and Gerald Ford, Dwight Eisenhower,
Alexander Haig, rocker Steve Miller, Clint Eastwood, Paul B. Fay Jr., Antonin Scalia, Michel Rocard, George Livermore

and Nelson Rockefeller. 
 

UPDATE: 2004 CONFIRMED ATTENDEE'S: GEORGE BUSH SR, DONALD RUMSFELD, COLIN POWELL, GREATFUL
DEAD, CEO BECHTEL CORP, ROBERT MONDAVI, WILLIAM F. BUCKLEY, PORN STAR CHAD SAVAGE, CHRIS



MATTHEWS, GEORGE SHULTZ, DAVID O'REILLY, HB ATWATER JR, EDGAR KAISER JR, DAVID GERGAN, DAVID
BROOKS, TED LELAND, CHUCK YEAGER, CIA JAMES WOOLSEY, HERMAN WAUK, CHARLES ELACHI, ROGER
MCCARTHY, VICTOR TRION, ROCKER STEVE MILLER, JIM BUNDSCHU, DANIEL DUCKHORN, ERIC AND PHIL

WENTE, HENRY HANSEL AND PETER PHILLIPS.]27

This is just one of many other such Clubs, every country has one. I found out about this one because their idol the owl god
“Molech,” the god of children sacrifice, on the Dollar bill with other symbols of Satan. I found out about them while I was
learning more about the founding fathers of the USA.

Here are some interesting things to know about the stone owl that they worship:

A Description of the Pagan Rituals of Bohemian Grove

Edited excerpts from the website: 
http://www.infowars.com/bg1.html

Activist Alex Jones, infiltrated the Bohemian Grove, becoming the first journalist to capture and expose video of the
bizarre, Luciferian ceremonies that have been taking place there for over 120 Years.

“Alex Jones Has Blown Bohemian Grove Wide Open!” says John Sergeant of World of Wonder, UK Channel 4.

During the ceremony globalist leaders from across North America and the rest of the world watch as a black garbed
boatman delivers the effigy of a human being to be burned at the feet of the 40-50ft tall stone owl god by robe-clad druid-
like priests. Participants openly worship the owl and scream for the burning death of the human effigy.

Participants openly worshiped the owl. It appeared that low-level Acolytes were dressed in black and red robes, with
higher-level priests in combinations of gold, silver and red. The high priest in silver and red robes repeatedly worshiped
the owl, which he said was a symbol of Babylon and Tyre. The male-only elitist gathering chants and screams for the
death of “Care” symbolized by a human body.

References and images of the owl are consistent throughout the grove, including an owl logo on the cocktail napkins, and
the words “The Owl” are inscribed on the vehicles that transport people about the camp. The owl worldwide has been
used as a symbol of the god of death, misfortune and human sacrifice. From Babylon to the ancient Druids the owl god
has tasted its share of human blood.

http://www.infowars.com/bg1.html


Interestingly - and very significantly - the roads which surround the government buildings at Capitol Hill in Washington DC
(see the green area in the map below), when seen from the air form a shape remarkably similar to the shape of the owl
used in the ceremony “Cremation of Care”.

The program cover for the ceremony “Cremation of Care” depicts a skeleton, a demon, and the huge owl illuminated by
flames. A small white drawing above the name of the director depicts a demon or devil with the initials PJ sweeping
something up with a witch’s broom.

At the entrance to one of the camp areas there is a skull with the words – “Je Suis LaFitte.” LaFitte was a French pirate.
Because the text of the sign is unclear, it can be read as saying, “Je Suis La Fille.” The translation for “Je Suis La Fille”
would be either, “I am the daughter,” or “I am the girl.”

See exclusive video stills of the ceremony at the website:

http://www.infowars.com/bg1.html

Watch actual video clips of the ceremony at:

http://www.infowars.com/videos.html

Descriptions of the video clips are as follows:

Here you see the group of priests with torches, in red, black and silver hooded robes. The high priest is rationalizing the
fact that human sacrifice brings beauty into the world.

Here you see the group of priests with torches in red, black and silver hooded robes. The priest praises the owl-god and
tells everyone to be reverend before him.

This clip shows the boatman in black-hooded garb journeying across the lake to the owl god, Molak, with the human effigy
(we hope) sacrifice. The boatman’s face was painted to resemble that of a skull. The priests on the right await their victim.

Watch and hear the screams as the simulated human sacrifice takes place to the great owl of Babylon. Midsummer is the
high holy point for luciferians and occultists – hear the priest’s words as he burns the effigy – “once again midsummer sets
us free.” See the video now, click here for a downloaded version not a high quality video…

The Significance Of Bohemian Grove Owl Worship

From the website: 
http://www.rense.com/general3/groveowl.htm

Ask any Native American elder. When Owl manifests in a stone form, it means a lack of empathy. Shamans the world over
manifest their power animals as living beings, just as they are in nature, not as stone idols. … When people begin to see
their power animals as stone idols it means they have lost their empathy with the four leggeds of the animal kingdom, and
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with the two leggeds, the humans. It means they are pursuing self interest over service to others.

Owl medicine is symbolically associated with clairvoyance, astral projection, and magic, both black and white. Owl is
called Night Eagle on several medicine wheels used by Amerindian teachers. Traditionally, Owl sits in the East, the place
of illumination. Since time immemorial, humanity has been afraid of the night, the dark, and the unseen – waiting fearfully
for the first crack of morning light. Conversely, night is Owl’s friend...

Owl is often times the medicine of sorcerers and witches. If Owl is your medicine, you will be drawn to magical practices
and perhaps explore the dark arts. You should resist any temptation to practice black magic or any art that takes energy
away from another person or being. If you have Owl medicine, these night birds will have a tendency to collect around
you, even in the daytime, because they recognize a kinship with you...

This quote is from Jamie Sams and David Carson’s book: Medicine Cards, The Discovery of Power Through the Ways of
Animals.

Biblical References to Molech – the Owl ‘god’

References listed on the website: 
http://www.mt.net/~watcher/bohemiangrove.html

Do not give any of your children to be sacrificed to Molech, for you must not profane the name of your God. I am the
LORD. (Leviticus 18:21)

Say to the Israelites: ‘Any Israelite or any alien living in Israel who gives any of his children to Molech must be put to
death. The people of the community are to stone him. I will set my face against that man and I will cut him off from his
people; for by giving his children to Molech, he has defiled my sanctuary and profaned my holy name. (Leviticus 20:2,3)

So Solomon did evil in the eyes of the LORD; he did not follow the LORD completely, as David his father had done. On a
hill east of Jerusalem, Solomon built a high place for Chemosh the detestable god of Moab, and for Molech the detestable
god of the Ammonites. (1 Kings 11:6,7)

He (Josiah) desecrated Topheth, which was in the Valley of Ben Hinnom, so no one could use it to sacrifice his son or
daughter in the fire to Molech. (2 Kings 23:10)

The people of Israel and Judah have provoked me by all the evil they have done…. They set up their abominable idols in
the house that bears my Name and defiled it. They built high places for Baal in the Valley of Ben Hinnom to sacrifice their
sons and daughters to Molech, though I never commanded, nor did it enter my mind, that they should do such a
detestable thing and so make Judah sin. (Jeremiah 32:32-35)

Symbolism

The Illuminati and other CLuM organizations have been using symbols of their worship ever since they have been in
existence. The Roman Catholic Church uses many satanic symbolisms in a lot of their buildings. Sometimes I see it as if
these organizations are conducting themselves like serial killers. Just like the killers in the TV shows and movies they
always leave messages or pieces of evidence for the cops to find. I think that the CLuM conspirators have the same mind
set. They know for the most part that they are going to get away with a lot of things they do because they have been given
complete control. So hypothetically speaking they leave a trail of small messages for the wise to find. The wise catch on to
what is going on when they find connections and links of one conspiracy to the next, and because normal people can’t
understand,(mostly due to conditioning received through media and education throughout their lives) so those who have
done their homework, because it has to do with a conspiracy are written off quickly as being “crazy”. I believe that there
has to come a time when it becomes too obvious and even normal people can understand the connections and links. I
think God has made it that way to convince those lost Christians who still have a hard time believing that Jesus and the
evils of this world are real. This way the prophecies written in the Revelation of John can be seen and understood even by
the simple-minded. Time will tell if that is bad or good news for the ones doing the conspiring.

http://www.mt.net/~watcher/bohemiangrove.html
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The New United States of America

 

It is probably a good idea to look in the encyclopedia at what it has to say about the United States of America. I would
suggest not just looking at the Typical American Encyclopedias but take a look at what Encyclopedias from other parts of
the world to see what they have to say about us. Here is a good example: Wikipedia, it tells you a lot of neat stuff that you
probably never knew about your beloved birthplace. The reason I brought this to your attention is so that you can see;
first, the way the USA is looked at by others, and second, so that you yourself can see the way the USA is at this moment.
You’re thinking, “I know what it is like now,” but do you really? I bet the majority of you can’t remember ever actually
reading the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, or the Declaration of Independence for that matter. The amount of time the
educators spend on those fine documents in the one semester of American History that you received in high school is just
about enough time you would need to forget what you’ve learnt. I would suggest everyone to keep in mind the rights and
liberties that you enjoy today, because things are changing, and at record pace.
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After you have read those, take a look at the USA PATRIOT Act I, according to congressman Ron Paul (R-Tex), no
member of Congress was allowed to read the first Patriot Act that was passed by the House on October 27, 2001. “The
secretive tactics being used by the White House and Speaker Hastert to keep even the existence of this legislation secret
would be more at home in Communist China than in the United States. The fact that Dick Cheney publicly managed the
steamroller passage of the first Patriot Act, insuring that no one was allowed to read it and publicly threatening members
of Congress that if they didn’t vote in favor of it that they would be blamed for the next terrorist attack, is by the White
House’s own definition terrorism. The move to clandestinely craft and then bully passage of any legislation by the
Executive Branch is clearly an impeachable offence.”28 So I guess now that it has been passed and is now in place it is
OK to read it too, now! That is pretty scary for me, knowing that the US Congress and the House of Representatives can
be pressured like that. I want to draw some attention as well to the fact that this bill was written, revised and passed by
both the House and Congress in less that 45 days after 9/11. That is some work of art. It makes you ask if maybe the
literature for this bill could have been written well before Americans felt the need for it. Scare-tactics do work don’t they?

I read an article today in the German newspaper, that Saddam wasn’t really found in a hole. Instead it was said by one of
the troopers that were responsible for his capture that he was found in a little house and that the scene with the hole was
shot the day after for a camera team. Can you believe that his fake capture was just a distraction for the passage of the
Domestic Security Enhancement Act 2003, Also Known as Patriot Act II. This means Christians, Patriots, or anyone can
be kidnapped out of their homes at gunpoint in the middle of the night with no arrest warrant and be hauled off to jail,
prison, or Guatanomo, Cuba for that matter. You will not be allowed a phone call to a lawyer or your family. And your
family will not be told where you are or when you will be released, IF YOU EVER GET RELEASED. This legislation null
and voids our Bill of Rights in the Constitution.

Things to Look Forward Too

After our rights are stolen from us, and the police can’t tell the difference between a “domestic terrorist” and a US citizen
using his freedom of speech, we have to get ourselves ready for a new America. Now this America gets its ideas from the
North American Free Trade Agreement: NAFTA, which has something to do with the plans being considered by senior
business and political leaders from Canada, the United States and Mexico to strengthen this agreement. If they have it
their way, North American national borders would be virtually eliminated under plans for a "NAFTA-plus," continent-wide,
customs-free zone with a common approach to trade, energy, immigration, law enforcement and security. “A tri-national
task force, chaired by former Liberal Party deputy Prime Minister John Manley, with the full backing of all three
governments, is plotting the roadmap for this new, bolder alliance meant to compete with the European Union. William
Weld, former governor of Massachusetts and Pedro Aspe, former Mexican finance minister, join Manley on the panel that
reports directly to the Council on Foreign Relations.”29 I don’t want to know what our leadership has in store for us but it
doesn’t look good, this and other legislation like it are killing America.

THE MOST POWERFUL ORGANIZATION IN THE UNITED STATES

There is a entity within our government today that, with a stroke of a presidential pen, has the power to suspend the
Constitution its name is the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA). This has been named the strongest most
powerful entity in the United States.

[Some people have referred to it as the "secret government" of the United States. It is not an elected body, it does not
involve itself in public disclosures, and it even has a quasi-secret budget in the billions of dollars. This government
organization has more power than the President of the United States or the Congress, it has the power to suspend laws,
move entire populations, arrest and detain citizens without a warrant and hold them without trial, it can seize property, food
supplies, transportation systems, and can suspend the Constitution.

Not only is it the most powerful entity in the United States, but it was not even created under Constitutional law by the
Congress. It was a product of a Presidential Executive Order. No, it is not the U.S. military nor the Central Intelligence
Agency, they are subject to Congress. The organization is called FEMA, which stands for the Federal Emergency
Management Agency. Originally conceived in the Richard Nixon Administration, it was refined by President Jimmy Carter
and given teeth in the Ronald Reagan and George Bush Administrations.
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FEMA had one original concept when it was created, to assure the survivability of the United States government in the
event of a nuclear attack on this nation. It was also provided with the task of being a federal coordinating body during
times of domestic disasters, such as earthquakes, floods and hurricanes. Its awesome powers grow under the tutelage of
people like Lt. Col. Oliver North and General Richard Secord, the architects on the Iran-Contra scandal and the looting of
America's savings and loan institutions. FEMA has even been given control of the State Defense Forces, a rag-tag, often
considered neo-Nazi, civilian army that will substitute for the National Guard, if the Guard is called to duty overseas.

Though it may be the most powerful organization in the United States, few people know it even exists. But it has crept into
our private lives. Even mortgage papers contain FEMA's name in small print if the property in question is near a flood
plain. FEMA was deeply involved in the Los Angeles riots and the 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake in the San Francisco Bay
Area. Some of the black helicopter traffic reported throughout the United States, but mainly in the West, California,
Washington, Arizona, New Mexico, Texas and Colorado, are flown by FEMA personnel. FEMA has been given
responsibility for many new disasters including urban forest fires, home heating emergencies, refugee situations, urban
riots, and emergency planning for nuclear and toxic incidents. In the West, it works in conjunction with the Sixth Army.

FEMA was created in a series of Executive Orders. A Presidential Executive Order, whether Constitutional or not,
becomes law simply by its publication in the Federal Registry. Congress is by-passed. Executive Order Number 12148
created the Federal Emergency Management Agency that is to interface with the Department of Defense for civil defense
planning and funding. An "emergency czar" was appointed. FEMA has only spent about 6 percent of its budget on
national emergencies, the bulk of their funding has been used for the construction of secret underground facilities to
assure continuity of government in case of a major emergency, foreign or domestic. Executive Order Number 12656
appointed the National Security Council as the principal body that should consider emergency powers. This allows the
government to increase domestic intelligence and surveillance of U.S. citizens and would restrict the freedom of
movement within the United States and grant the government the right to isolate large groups of civilians. The National
Guard could be federalized to seal all borders and take control of U.S. air space and all ports of entry. ]30 More on this.
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Seeking God for Answers!

This next section is dedicated to those of you seeking the truth about our GOD.

Who is God?

God is the Creator. 
The Creator told Moses to call him Yahweh. 
The name Yahweh means, "I Am Who Am, or, He Who Is." 
(having eternal existence – without limits – necessary)

Is the word "God" a name or a term?

The word God is a term having both collective and individual meanings. When used in reference to God the Father the
term is singular. When used in reference to the Holy Trinity it is harmoniously collective (has complete unity / oneness –
acts in total agreement).

What is our relationship with God?

We are intelligent beings created by God who have been given the opportunity to serve Him in this life so that we may
share eternal life through His Son, Jesus, if we come to accept our proper relationship with Him. God has individually
created us in His image, after His likeness.

How do I know if I am Saved?

What if I have been a backslider

What does it mean to fellowship?

Conclusion

This hasn’t been a very good subject to write about, and I have had lots of nightmares during the time it took me to write
this. Although I have prayed constantly I haven’t yet figured out why God told me to write this report, but I think it was to
give myself an idea of what is actually going on in the World, and to share this information with everybody, Christians and
non-Christians alike. I hope that it wasn’t too negatively written, its main purpose is to motivate people to educate
themselves and to wake up and pay attention to the TRUTH that God teaches in His Word. I hope that I have helped the
people reading this to catch the fire. And always remember Christians are to be delivered from the tribulation to come so
be watchful and ensure you are ready for the rapture. Nobody wants to be on earth during Satan’s seven-year kingdom.

For more than one reason there is more information on this CD that I made reference to in this guide. Please do check out
the file folders individually if interested in finding some of the hidden information.

God Bless you All!
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